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President’s Report 
Hi folks 

All of us at U3A hope that you have settled in well during our first term back at U3A and about now is the time we start 

making decisions for which activities we would like to do next term.  Sometimes, our classes are a natural  progression in 

learning from one term to the next, such as in language courses.  However, other classes do not, so I encourage you to 

please consider carefully which classes you wish to join.   Changing classes once the term has started creates extra work 

for the programmers.   This can also mean that someone else who may have wanted to join that class has missed out    

because your class was full.   If you are unsure about whether a particular class is the right one for you, please speak to 

one of our program team before you enrol. 

We are finishing off this term with a fun barefoot bowls day with the Bongaree Bowls Club on Friday, 31st March starting 

at 4.30pm and finishing about 6.00pm.  Top limit is 40 players with payment of Green Fees: $5 pp.  The bar will be open 

for some of that time, staffed by volunteers.  Booking and tickets will be available at Reception from Monday, 6th March.  

Footwear: Despite the name, the Bowls Club advise that bare feet are not permitted because of chemicals on the greens 

and bird activity.  So we encourage any of these:   flat-soled shoes, thongs, slippers, thick socks  -  or similar foot             

protection to be worn on the greens.                                                                                                                                                                                                           

Coaches and other helpers will be present to lead the players through the basic mysteries, but essentially it is a fun time, 

ranging from savagely skillful to hilariously hopeless  -  but who cares? 

Note:  It would not be acceptable for children to come along to play  -  this is an adult activity.  

Our U3A team and I wish everyone a happy Easter break and look forward to seeing you all back refreshed for an           

enjoyable Term 2.                                                                                                                   Maree Mosslar    President 

Useful Dates 
Term 2 enrolment:      Mon. 13th to Thurs. 23rd March 

AGM:                              Fri. 24th March 2.00pm                                                                  
Reminders:                    Nominations close 9th March,                                                                                                                                                 
                              Register attendance or apology at Reception by 20th March 

Barefoot Bowls:           Fri. 31st March 4.30 to 6pm. at Bongaree Bowls Club.                   
                          Tickets from Reception at $5 from 6th March. 

End of Term 1:              Fri. 31st March 

Term 2:                           Mon. 17th April - Fri. 23rd June                                            

Advance notices:           Rock ’n Roll Dance: Sat. April 1st, 6 -10 pm at Recreation Hall                                                                                     
                            Public Holiday: ANZAC DAY - Tuesday, 25th April:  U3A closed 

          Insight workshop  ’Avoiding Scams’  - Fri. 28th April, 1.00pm   

Did you know? 

Members are required to wear 

their badges for easy          

identification by tutors and 

admin staff.  If your badge is 

lost, please be advised a $5 

fee will be charged for            

replacement to cover costs 

and plastic waste. 

Recommencing in Term 2 -  ‘Insight workshops’    Started several years ago, the event features guest speakers              

introducing us to interesting topics outside our usual U3A program.  The first presentation will be ‘Avoiding Scams’ by Bob 

Walker from the QLD Justice Department on Friday, 28th April at 1.pm in the Recreation Hall.   A second one will be held 

on Friday, 26th May.  Entrance is free for U3A members and a gold coin donation for the public.                                               

Many members may remember sessions like ‘Moon Dust’, ‘Volcanoes’  and  ‘Space Exploration’.   During the refreshment 

break, you will be able to talk further with the presenter and probably be involved in some fascinating conversations          

between  fellow audience members.   For more details check the U3A website and notice boards in Term 2. 



Term 2, 2023 Course Enrolment 
 

MONDAY 13 MARCH to THURSDAY 23 MARCH,  

 8.30 am to 2.00 pm,  

All financial members will have the opportunity                                 
to re-enrol in the courses they are doing in Term 1                           

as well as any advertised new courses                                                          
or courses with vacancies. 

Thinking of becoming a member? 

New financial members are also able to enrol during this time in 
any advertised new course or any course with vacancies.                       

Come in at any time to become a member                                                         
and be prepared for the enrolment period. 

MARCH  2023 
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19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
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Policies are currently being developed by the Management Committee                 
which will impact on members’ ability to receive a refund                                                  

or transfer from one course to another. 

With this in mind you are asked to research the courses thoroughly when planning your Term 2 
enrolment. This can be done by : 

    *  Checking the overview on the website 

    *  Consulting other members who may have already done the course 

    *  Talking with a member of the programming team 

Read on to find out about the Term 2 courses with vacancies! 

Some courses are new and some are a repeat from Term 1.  Others are just some of the continuing 
courses.  All are worth finding out about if you are looking for a new challenge.  By checking the Term 2 
timetable you will be able to find out when and where the course is to be held. 

LOOKING FOR SOME CREATIVE CHALLENGES? 

CARDMAKING FOR BEGINNERS. What is a cuttlebug?  Just one of the techniques for you to master.    
Start with some basic card making techniques and  be amazed at the variety of cards from the simple to 
the complex that you are able to create. 
 

QUILLING PAPERCRAFT. What is quilling?                                                                                          
“Quilling papercraft is an art form that involves the use of narrow strips of paper that are 
rolled, shaped and glued together to create decorative designs.”  Designs can be used to 
decorate cards, pictures, scrapbooks, boxes etc.  It’s all up to your imagination.  

 

ART - PORTRAIT DRAWING FOR BEGINNERS.  “Portraits are works of art that record the 
likenesses of humans or animals.”  How good would it be to be able to create a portrait of a 
friend, family member or family pet?                                                                                                                
Well here is your opportunity to start to learn the skills of portraiture. 

 

ART - OIL PAINTING.  In this comprehensive oil painting course, you will learn the techniques and 
benefits of working with oil paint.  Suitable for both beginners and those with some painting experience, 
you will be guided through structured exercises as well as your own individual painting projects to create 
paintings with beautiful texture and finish - even without any prior painting experience.   



WORKING WITH WORDS 

POET’S CORNER.  Over three terms you will get great insight into English and 
Australian poets and types of poems and stanzas.  Learn the mechanics of writing 
poetry including rhyme, rhythm, tools, devices and skills to assist you in your own 
poetry writing adventures. 

LIVING ENGLISH.  With plenty of practical hands-on activities and quick thinking 
exercises, this one term course will cover all the major aspects of English from 
the basics of spelling and punctuation to reading, understanding, evaluating text 
and proof reading. 

WRITING CHILDREN’S BOOKS. This from Paula Irani, a member of this course in term 1, says it all. “This 
most interesting course is perfect for those budding writers exploring which genre they wish to write in - 
adult fiction, romance, fantasy - or children’s writing.  Sally-Ann is a natural and informative instructor, 
who is most helpful and supportive.  Expect to undertake a fair amount of homework.  The end game is to 
be able to write a children’s book - which is far more challenging than most people would think.                   
I would recommend it to anyone who really wanted to learn the craft, is prepared to put in the work and, 
maybe, at the end can boast that they have written a wonderful book suitable for children!” 

GETTING TO KNOW MORE ABOUT OUR COUNTRY 

AROUND AUSTRALIA.  Enjoy visiting each state and territory in turn to briefly 
examine the geography, history, people, places and products and even have, at 
times, the opportunity to share travel anecdotes. 

A-Z OF AUSSIE FACTS, MYTHS AND HUMOUR.  From humorous anecdotes, 
cartoonists, artists, place names, nicknames, expressions and more, this course 
offers a light-hearted view of everything Australian. 

AUSTRALIAN HISTORY. This comprehensive three term course will guide you through the processes of 
European discovery, exploration and settlement to federation and our place in the world. 

SOCIAL AND CULTURAL HISTORY OF AUSTRALIA.  “How have the processes which came to make the 
Australia we know affected its inhabitants, both indigenous and migratory?”  This three term course  
initially examines the effect of European settlement on the aboriginal people and highlights the 
differences in opposing cultures before exploring those events throughout the last 235 years that have 
affected the Australian psyche. 

FOOD FOR THOUGHT 

FOUR REVOLUTIONS.  History has been and continues to be changed by revolutions both great 
and small.  This course will focus on four:  the Russian, American, Cuban and French revolutions. 
Examine the how, when, where, why and the impact of the outcome on each of these countries 
in this one term course. 

 

INVENTIONS AND DISCOVERIES.  Much of the world we know today has been shaped 
thanks to the infinite number of ingenious inventions and discoveries. Take a fascinating 
look at some of those that have had a major impact on how we live and imagine what life 
would have been like without them. 

 

BRIBIE’S NATURAL ENVIRONMENT.  To learn about the flora and fauna of our Island to 
examining the threats to its environment, explore what is in place to protect the environment 
and the role you could play.  Share your experiences and concerns. 

 

MATHS FOR DAILY LIFE.  With plenty of hands-on activities you will appreciate the 
importance of maths in dealing with everyday situations from car and travel, 
health and exercise, saving and maybe even gambling. 



 

Keeping in Touch 

To keep our members informed, the U3A web page, newsletters, noticeboards and emails are used. 

Emails are used to inform you of new courses, special events and when a course in which 
you may be enrolled, has been cancelled on a particular day.  If you are not receiving the 
emails there is a possibility that it has been diverted to “Spam” or “Junk” box, so please 
check.  

A similar situation has been reported in relation to our phone number being blocked.                          
Understandably many members will not answer their phone if they do not recognise the caller.                                 

We suggest that the U3A number (3408 1450) be added to your phone contact list.  

KEEPING UP WITH TECHNOLOGY 

IT APPS FOR APPLE.  Here is help to understand what Apple apps can do 

and have confidence using them.     

IT APPS FOR ANDROID.  Here is help to understand what Android apps 

can do and have confidence using them.  

IT FACEBOOK.  Learn the benefits of Facebook and understand privacy 

settings.   

IT WINDOWS FOR BEGINNERS.  Learn to find your way around your computer and become familiar with 

the Microsoft Office suite. 

IT WINDOWS  ADVANCED.  For the more experienced wanting to improve their skills. 

IT EXCEL FOR BEGINNERS.  Learn the basics of spreadsheets and how you can use them in your daily life. 

IT EXCEL CONTINUING. A chance to learn even more spreadsheet options and possibilities. 

AND THEN THERE ARE STILL MORE! 

BUSH DANCING.  The return of this popular course provides the opportunity to learn dances drawn from 
Anglo-Celtic traditions but influenced by other sources including old-time string band, bluegrass and even 
ragtime jazz.  

GENEALOGY - DNA  The tutorials are weighted towards genealogy with little reference to 
scientific aspects of DNA or genetic engineering.  These are followed by hands-on practical 
workshop sessions. 

JAPAN  - THE COUNTRY UPSTAIRS.  For one term, be taken on a journey to Japan to understand 
and appreciate the culture, its people, language, food and history.  Topics range from ikebana and 
origami to toilets and trains. 

 

TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY BOARD GAMES.  Come and join the group of enthusiastic problem solvers who 
are enjoying the challenge of a totally different style of board games. 

Contacting U3A 

        To register an apology if you are unable to attend a course session: 

 *phone reception 3408 1450 between 8.30am and 3.00pm  

 *or email reception on admin@bribieu3a.com.au  

 *or contact the Tutor personally 

 To make any enquiry concerning courses 

 *email programme@bribieu3a.com.au  

                                                *or phone U3A and ask to speak to a member of the programme team.                       



 

U3A Network Queensland Art Competition - 2023 

Theme: ‘U3A Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow’ 

In association with the U3A State Conference in Rockhampton from 8-11 May, all members of a U3A in 
Queensland are eligible to enter the 2023 art competition.  Entrants are required to submit a collage by      
combining e.g., paper, nature clippings, fabric, photos or small objects – any materials – with nothing to limit 
your imagination.                                                                                                                                                                           
      $10 per entry with a first prize of $200, runner-up $150 and a $50 people’s choice award. 

Further information and entry forms available at Bribie U3A reception desk or through the U3A Qld website:   
u3aqld.au or email networkartcompetition@u3aqld.au. 

The essence of U3A -  Volunteers 

From its 1972 emergence in France, and elsewhere in the world  (including Bribie 

Island in 1992)  the vital component of U3A has been its volunteers.  This is still 

the pattern, so when you appear for your class, already some of our 160 Bribie 

volunteers are already in action.  They might be one of the 103 tutors, along with 

the frequently ‘behind the scenes’ 13-strong Management team, one or more of 

15 receptionists, or various additional movers and fixers from a pool of 30.  We aim for a relaxed 

atmosphere, friendly and looking effortless, though, at times, underneath, the ducks’ feet, are paddling 

madly!  The very generous time and effort provided is geared to ensuring that U3A’s complex operations run 

smoothly; thus we can all enjoy the wide range of classes, activities and social interactions we offer our 

members. 

So first, a warm thank-you to our volunteers.  Just like you, they are all members whose original            

motivation for joining was to learn or refresh skills and knowledge, build social contacts and, if all else fails, 

get out of the house!  At some point they realize that what they enjoy about U3A is anchored in the 

volunteers  -  they make it work!    Sometimes skills from people’s earlier years suddenly seem relevant, and 

of use to U3A  -  so they volunteer, and are welcomed, and because our organization is becoming more 

complex, it needs more cogs in its wheels.  Maybe that’s you?  Go on...give it a try!   Options range from 

major to minor volunteer contributions.   

Some of our current ‘workers’ might suddenly need a break for a while, and are entitled to it, so we try to 

find a volunteer who could help for a short time, or longer.  Lately some have had to retire for a range of 

reasons, so we need a generous person to step up and carry on those (often) crucial tasks.   So…….how 

about it? 

Assistant Treasurer – Weekly cash accounting, petty cash management, banking deposits, payment of 

accounts and contracts.  Some knowledge of Excel would be useful but not essential. 

Assistant to Newsletter Co-ordinator – This person will help the editor to co-ordinate and collect items for 

the newsletter from various authors, slot them into position in the newsletter, link the proof-reading team and 

prepare the final draft for publication.  Some experience with Publisher is essential. 

If you are interested in either of these positions, kindly request further information from the President or 

send an expression of interest to president@bribieu3a.com.au 

If you prefer to undertake a lighter role, and still be a positive ‘helper’ who provides 

vital assistance for special events or activities, please talk with a committee member 

or email president@bribieu3a.com.au with your contact details and what aspects you 

would like to volunteer for. 

Teacher:  ‘Jonny, can you use the word gruesome in a sentence?’ 

Jonny: ‘Yes, miss I used to be shorter, then I gruesome!’ 

mailto:networkartcompetition@u3aqld.au
mailto:president@bribieu3a.com.au


 

I really enjoy going to the M&A Art exhibitions, as each year 

the quality of work is amazing and continues to improve.  

Because of covid restrictions, our students had a shorter 

time to prepare for the exhibition.  So, many of our           

beginning students managed to start art classes and, within 

10 weeks, be in a position to exhibit their work in a public 

forum.  This was both exciting and courageous.  This year 15 

groups provided material and over 150 pieces of work were 

exhibited by both tutors and students.  The variety of work 

was considerable with material provided in most media. 

Maree Mosslar, our President, opened the two week       

exhibition at BICAS during the January school holidays.   

Consequently, it was viewed by many Bribie visitors and we 

recorded our highest sales ever this year.  I would like to     

congratulate all our exhibitors and to thank them for      

supporting the M&A exhibition.  Special thanks to our      

tutors who once again steered our students to present a 

successful showcase.   Appreciation to Ann Williamson and 

Ann Brooks for their assistance.                Greg Sibthorpe 

The Opening  at BICAS 

Sub committee at 

work on Hanging day! 

Tuesday group 

Acrylic Mixed Media 



 

 

Our First Week Back in 2023           Ann Jones 

We all know things are a bit chaotic on our first week back after holidays, but Bribie U3A was short-listed for the Most    

Frustrating First Week Back for the 2023 contest, and took out first prize for the Dealing with Telstra competition.   For over 

two weeks before Day 1 of the term, one of the busiest times of the year for all our volunteers, there were no phone      

connections available at the Reception desk, so important queries like: 

‘When do we start?  - What do I need to bring? - Is my class on Wednesday or 

Thursday? - My apologies for missing the first class - When does U3A go back? - 

What day is my course on? - Does U3A start this week? -Will there be any cream 

biscuits?’……….had to be redirected and answered! 

As the default tech man, Greg had the unenviable task of trying to restore               

communications ASAP, so the Programmers could get on with their job.                                                   

As part of the efficiency plan, all communications were re-routed to Greg’s mobile.  The system went something like this:   

an enquirer rang the U3A number.  No answer, so the call was redirected to Greg’s phone.  Greg, while holding the phone 

to his ear, as he had done for the past two weeks, at the same time trying to help Telstra fix the U3A phone, wrote the mes-

sage on a very special scrap of paper he used for keeping records!   Then, still with his ear to the phone, he gave the mes-

sage to the Programmers who nodded knowingly and dealt with the enquiry. 

After two weeks of taking myriad messages simultaneously with his ear to the phone and talking to Telstra, Greg expressed 

his frustrations to the Programmers, who became concerned for his wellbeing.  Then one morning, they entered the     

workroom and found Greg kneeling before the modem.  They were shocked: had poor Greg hit the wall!   As he looked up 

and saw the three Programmers staring at him, he felt he needed to explain his position.                                                       

Robyn’s comment:  ‘It was pretty funny to see our staunch IT Co-ordinator on his knees praying to the god Telstra in the 

workroom.”  

Greg couldn’t quite see the funny side straight away, but as soon as the phones returned to their usual job, the stress     

disappeared and now communications and the committee are back to their usual unflappable selves.  

                                                              Chris gave us her impressions of our first week back in poetic form: 

After 8 weeks away, it was opening day,  
Members arrived to laugh, learn and play. 

There was excitement at large with new people to meet,  
 Old friends and new friends and tutors to greet. 
The difference was noted but not all could say,  

That the walls had changed from cream to light grey, 
With social distancing not as crucial as before,   

Laughter and chatter returned near the workroom door, 
   All was great except for those who regretted the fact,  
   The sad news that the biscuits weren’t coming back.   

 

Learning a new language can be complicated as Roger Brooks, the Lawn Bowls tutor, reveals with some cryptic comments 

from the first session:  

            ‘What’s this, Roger?   The thing doesn’t even go straight.’ 

    Roger:   ‘That’s because it’s biased.’ 

              ‘Yeah, right. …’ 

Five minutes later, 

     Roger:  ‘This is the jack.  It is placed down towards the end of the rink, and you have to get close to it  

                 or, better still, hit it with your bowl.’ 

             ‘How the blazes can I hit that silly little white ball way down there?’ 

     Roger:   ‘Your bowl is much bigger;  it's an even contest.’ 

Ten minutes later, 

    Roger:  ‘Weight refers to how hard or softly the bowl is delivered.’   (Student’s next bowl ends up in the far ditch.) 

    Roger:  ‘You just need to take some weight off.’ 

             Excuse me? ….  That’s it! ….. No need to get personal!’   

Workroom messaging! 

Happy to be back in a newly painted building  



HAVE YOU EVER WONDERED? 

Why doesn’t Tarzan have a beard             

when he lives in the jungle without a razor? 

Why do Kamakaze Pilots wear helmets? 

Why do we press harder on a remote control 

when we know the batteries are flat?        

(just did that) 

Why do banks charge a fee on ‘insufficient 

funds’ when they know there is not enough 

cash to cover it? 

Why do people say they “slept like a baby” 

when babies wake up every couple of hours. 

What is the speed of darkness? 

 

 

Challenge your brain! 

Des ——— yer                 Bal ——— Ing 

Mes ——— ger                Gal ——— try 

Sta ——— ize                   Tra ——— ark 

App ——— end               Fra ——— nce 

Cat ——— ran                  Ele ——— ify 

Sta ——— ess                   Hum ——— ate 

Man ——— ism                Nig ———lub 

 ILI,  REH,  BIL,   ANC,  AMA, HTC,  NER,  TRO,  LEN,  

GRA,  INL,  SEN,  CTR,  DEM. 

Fit the red three letter words into the appropriate 

spaces above to make 9 letter words. 

You go at red but stop at green.  What am I? 

At a couples’ counselling meeting, the speaker          

mentioned that couples are so disconnected that 85% 

of husbands don’t even know their wives’ favorite 

flower.  Mick turned to his wife and whispered:                    

“It’s self raising, isn’t it?” 

The oldest computer was owned by Adam & Eve.           

It was an Apple with very limited memory.                  

Just one byte & everything !  

When I was  

a kid, 

these were           

my  mobile phones! Term 4 2022 answers 

1. Unremarkable 

2. Illustration 

3. Constructive 

4. Disintegrate 

True Signs 

Touching overhead wires will cause instant death: 

Fine $400! 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

Please do not feed your fingers to the animals. 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

On spiky railings: Please do not sit on the fence. 

Sometimes

my mind  

Is like the  

Bermuda  

Triangle -  

Stuff goes in 

and is never 

seen or heard  

of again! 

I’ve always wondered if 

Songbirds get mad at Humming 

birds for not knowing the words! 


